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CHAPTER IV 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 

 

In this chapter, the researcher presents and explain the result and discussion 

of research. So that, it could answer the problem that has stated on the first 

chapter. The data obtained from the research of character educational values in 

pragmatic speech act analysis on sarcasm memes at facebook account.  

A. Research Finding 

In this result, the researcher explains some memes with the  sarcasm style 

at Facebook account based on the theories that have been provided in phenomena. 

The theories will be discussed like kinds of speech act, the context of sarcasm, 

and character educational values that on the meme. The researcher identify and 

tries to presenting the finding that be found on tenth different accounts that have 

sarcasm meme. The researcher tooks out each of the three sarcasm memes on 

inside every facebook account that shared the meme for analysis.  

There are three points that will be explained by the researcher. The first is 

about kinds of speech act used on sarcasm meme at facebook account, the second 

is about the context of sarcasm on memes at facebook account, and the last is 

about the character educational values used on sarcasm memes at facebook 

account. To observe the data needed, the researcher take an observation non 

participant to get some sarcasm memes at facebook. In this case, the researcher 

directly become a participant to be easier getting the data. To understand the 

concept, Here are the explanation can be seen on the table below:
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1. What are kinds of speech act used on Sarcasm Memes at Facebook 

Account? 

a. Speech act 

Searle also introduced some ideas about speech acts that could be 

considered various possible actions applied to discourse. Searle stated that 

language communication is not merely a symbol of words or sentences, but 

rather to be a product of symbols, words, or sentences in the form of speech 

acts.1 In theory of speech acts, every utterance essentially contains three 

dimentions. The first is locutionary, the second is illocutionary, and the third 

is perlocutionary. 

1) Locutionary Act 

Locutionary act is the basic of utterance, or producing a 

meaningful linguistic expression. Austin stated that locutionary act is 

roughly equivalent to uttering certain sentence and reference, which again 

is roughly equivalent to meaning in the traditional sense.2 It means that 

locutionary act used when someone wants to stating something. 

2) Illocutionary Act 

Illocutionary acts are the acts of saying something which has 

purpose or intended meaning. According to Austin, illocutionary acts 

refer to utterances which have a certain conventional force such as 

                                                           
1 Imam Suyitno., “TINDAK TUTUR DALAM PERSPEKTIF KAJIAN WACANA, 2006” Oktober 2019,  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/31460031  
2 J.L Austin, How to Do Things With Words (Oxford University Press, 1962), hlm,108. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/31460031
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informing, ordering, warning, undertaking, etc.3 It means that 

illocutionary act is not only used to informing something but it also can 

doing something. 

3) Perlocutionary act 

Perlocutionary act is performing an act by saying something. 

George Yule stated that we do not, of course, simply create an utterance 

with a function without intending it to have an effect. This is the 

dimension, the perlocutionary act.4 It means that the utterance of 

perlocutionary can give an effect for the other. 

No Meme Speech Act 

01  Sentences:  

Knowing you have the next day off is more 

relieving than the actual day off. 

Locutionary act:  

… the next day is more relieving than the 

actual day off. 

Illocutionary act: 

Holiday makes the day good 

Perlocutionary act: 

A holiday is always a day to be enjoyed.5 

02  Sentences: 

Have you ever realized that women’s “I’ll be 

ready in 5 minutes” and man’s “I’ll be home 

in 5 minutes” are exactly the same. 

Locutionary act: 

Women’s “I’ll be ready in 5 minutes” and a 

man’s “I’ll be home in 5 minutes” are exactly 

the same. 

Illocutionary act: 

Women use longer times than Men 

                                                           
3 Ibid. 
4 George Yule, Pragmatic (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), hlm, 48. 
5 M01S17/09/2019 Time 6.44 pm 
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Perlocutionary act: 

Men are bored while waiting for Women.6 

03  Sentences: 

When doctor suggest you to walk on grass 

daily. 

Locutionary act: 

… doctor suggest you to walk on grass daily. 

Illocutionary act: 

Have to walk on the grass daily 

Perlocutionary act: 

Directly walk on the grass7 

04  Sentences: 

Blue bird: Bro, close your eyes  

Green bird: Okay bro  

Blue bird: What do you see? 

Green bird: Nohing bro 

Blue bird: that’s my life without  

                  You.” 

Green bird: Bro (surprised) 

Locutionary act: 

Bro, close your eyes 

Illocutionary act: 

Blue bird have to close his eyes 

Perlocutionary act: 

Blue bird directly accept the green bird’s 

instructions.8 

05  Sentences: 

90’s : don’t sit too close to the tv 

2019 : (picture) 

Locutionary act: 

Don’t sit too close to the tv 

Illocutionary act: 

Have to get some distance from the seating 

position with the tv. 

Perlocutionary act: 

Directly giving a space from the seating 

position with the tv.9 

                                                           
6 M02S17/09/2019 
7 M03S17/09/2019 Time 6.44 pm. 
8 M04M17/09/2019 Time 7.30 pm. 
9 M05M17/09/2019 
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06  Sentences:  

When someone starts walking behind you and 

you start wondering if that person is judging 

everything you do from behind. 

Locutionary act: 

When someone starts walking behind you 

and you start wondering if that person is 

judging everything you do from behind. 

Illocutionary act:  

It means that there is something bad 

happened with what person do. 

Perlocutionary act: 

This person will indirectly feel the 

strangeness that is happening to him.10 

07  Sentences: 

When the imam is still reciting the Fatiha and 

someone says “Ameeeeeen”. 

Locutionary act: 

When the imam is still reciting the Fatiha and 

someone says “Ameeeeeen”. 

Illocutionary act: 

Someone said aameen after reciting fatiha. 

Perlocutionary act: 

Directly said aameen when the imam reciting 

fatiha.11 

08  Sentences: 

If Disney princesses were muslim 

Prince:     Rapunzel let down your 

               hair. 

Rapunzel: gotta marry me first! 

Locutionary act: 

let down your  hair. 

Illocutionary act: 

Prince asks Rapunzel to let her hair down. 

Perlocutionary act: 

Rapunzel directly smiled and sehe responds 

prince with a challenge to marry her.12 

                                                           
10 M06M17/09/2019 Time 7.30 pm. 
11 M07HM17/09/2019 Time 7.30 pm. 
12 M08HM17/09/2019 
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09  Sentences:  

Just muslim girl things  

Girl A: sis, are your parents going 

           To let you sleep at my place 

Girl B: IDK. I have to beg 

Girl A: they can interview my 

            Parents if they’d like. 

Girl B: LMFAOOO 

           STOOPP 

Locutionary act: 

They can interview my parents if they’d like. 

Illocutionary act: 

Girl A giving a suggestion to Girl B for their 

plan. 

Perlocutionary act: 

Girl B directly laugh when she hears what 

Girl A is suggesting.13  

10  Sentences: 

Girl: Mom, I got A+ Chemistry 

Mom: WTF!! Well Done 

Girl: Mom, what do you think WTF 

         Means? 

Mom: Well That’s fantastic 

Locutionary act: 

I got A+ in Chemistry 

Illocutionary act: 

A girl informs her mother about an 

achievement 

Perlocutionary act: 

Girl’s mother giving a compliment for the 

achievement.14 

                                                           
13 M09HM17/09/2019 Time 7.30 pm. 
14 M10SD18/09/2019 Time 6.30 am. 
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11.  Sentences: 

When you are singing a song suddenly your 

idiot friends starts singing it too. 

Locutionary act:  

when you are singing a song suddenly, your 

idiot friends starts singing it too 

Illocutionary act: 

Those idiot friends followed you to sing. 

Perloctionary act:  

You and you are idiot friends are singing 

together.15 

12.  Sentences: 

Sometimes you have to keep your good news 

to yourself. Every body is not genuinely 

happy for you 

Locutionary act:  

Sometimes you have to keep your good news 

to yourself. Every body is not genuinely 

happy for you. 

Illocutionary act: 

You do not have to tell others for the good 

news you have 

Perlocutionary act: 

You have to be silent directly.16 

13.  Sentences: 

When your best friend makes a very stupid 

decision but you still support them because 

you’re besties 

Locutionary act: 

when your best friend makes a very stupid 

decision but you still support them because 

you’re besties 

Illocutionary act: 

A best friend gives support to each other even 

in bad situation 

Perlocutionary act: 

A Best friend will always be a supportive 

person.17 

                                                           
15 M11SD18/09/2019 Time 6.30 am. 
16 M12SD18/09/2019 
17 M13G18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
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14.  Sentences: 

When your best friend’s parents say “you’re 

not a guest anymore, you’re family 

Locutionary act: 

When your best friend’s parents say “you’re 

not a guest anymore, you’re family” 

Illocutionary act: 

you have to assume that a best friend is a 

family 

Perlocutionary act: 

A best friend is also your family18 

15.   Sentences: 

Learn to discipline your emotions 

Because if you don’t… your enemies will use 

them against you 

Locutionary act:  

Learn to discipline your emotions 

Because if you don’t… your enemies will use 

them against you 

Illocutionary act: 

Have to keep an emotions for enemies 

Perlocutionary act: 

directly be a quiet and aware19 

16.  Sentences: 

Locks the house door and check 3 times if it’s 

locked. 

My brain 5 minutes later: Did I lock the 

door? 

Me: (picture) 

Locutionary act: 

locks the house door and check 3 times if it’s 

locked. 

Illocutionary act: 

She has to check her home to lock the door 

Perlocutionary act: 

She goes to at home directly20 

 

 

                                                           
18 M14G18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
19 M15G18/09/2019 
20 M16MM18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
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17.  Sentences: 

When mum asks me who I’m going to 

“dinner” with 

 Mommy: who is with u 

 Omar : Allah swt and his angels 

 Mommy: … 

Locutionary act: 

When mum asks me who I’m going to 

“dinner” with.  

Illocutionary act: 

Omar responds his mom with the positive 

answer. 

Perlocutionary act: 

Omar’s mother is silent because she believe 

that her son will be fine.21 

18.  Sentences: 

Before Ramadan 

Man  A: Yo, what time is Maghrib? 

Man B: How am I suppose to know that? 

During Ramadan 

Man  A: Yo, What time is Maghrib? 

Man B: it’s at 7:15 pm and 53 seconds. 

Locutionary act: 

It’s at 7:15 pm and 53 seconds 

Illocutionary act: 

Man B answers his friend’s question during 

ramadhan about the time of maghrib prayer. 

Perlocutionary act: 

The question has been answered clearly22 

                                                           
21 M17G18/09/2019  Time 9.00 am. 
22 M18G18/09/2019 
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19.   Sentences:  

When someone asks me if I’m ok during an 

anxiety attack 

Me: IM FINE WHY YOU ASK 

(picture) 

Locutionary act: 

Im fine why you ask 

Illocutionary act: 

It means that someone is feeling good. 

Perlocutionary act: 

Someone directly  feels good.23 

20.  Sentences: 

You don’t always have to apologize for 

everything, you’re good” 

Me: (picture)  

Locutionary act: 

You don’t always have to apologize for 

everything, you’re good. 

Illocutionary act: 

It means that do not have to apologize if that 

mistake did not come from ourselves. 

Perlocutionary act: 

Good things can be measured by an apologies 

without mistakes.24 

21.  Sentences: 

situation 1: Introverts 

situation 2:   Maybe I’ll tell a joke 

situation 3:  nobody laughs 

situation 4: NEVER AGAIN 

Locutionary act: 

Maybe I’ll tell a joke 

Illocutionary act: 

The square tries to make a joke even though 

it failed. 

Perlocutionary act: 

The box does not want to try again, directly 

stop to do it.25 

                                                           
23 M19SS18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
24 M20SS18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
25 M21SS18/09/2019 
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22.  Sentences: 

When Santa slide down your chimney but 

You’re muslim. 

You picked the wrong house fool! 

Locutionary act: 

When Santa slide down your chimney but 

You’re muslim. 

Illocutionary act: 

It means that there is something weird 

happening. 

Perlocutionary act: 

A muslim shocked to see the wrong Santa 

Clause entering  his house.26 

 

 

23.  Sentences: 

* During Shopping* 

   “Ma Sha Allah” 

 * Checks Price Tag* 

   “Astaghfirullah” 

Locutionary act: 

During shopping MashaAllah  

Checks price tag Astaghfirullah 

Illocutionary act: 

A women’s feel during shopping. 

Perlocutionary act:  

Directly she surprised checking the price 

tag.27 

24.  Sentences: 

Boy: I Love you 

Girl: Talk to my Dad 

Boy: I Love you (talk to Dad’s girl) 

Locutionary act:  

I love you 

Illocutionary act: 

A boy expresses his feeling to the girl 

Perlocutionary act: 

A girl shocked and she asks the boy to tell his 

father.28 

                                                           
26 M22AM20/09/2019 Time 7.00 pm. 
27 M23AM20/09/2019 Time 07.00 pm. 
28 M24TM20/09/2019 Time 8.44 pm. 
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25.   Sentences: 

Me as a kid waiting for Allah to give me a 

million dollars after I made dua for it 

Locutionary act: 

Me as a kid waiting for Allah to give me a 

million dollars after I made dua for it. 

Illocutionary act: 

He he still does what he must for a purpose. 

Perlocutionary act: 

He is waiting for it to happen directly.29 

 

26.  Sentences: 

I can understand urdu, but I can’t 

Speak it. 

I can bangla, but I can’t read or  

Write in it, 

I can read Arabic but can’t understand it. 

Locutionary act: 

I can understand urdu, but I can’t 

Speak it. 

I can bangla, but I can’t read or  

Write in it, 

I can read Arabic but can’t understand it. 

Illocutionary act: 

Someone explain his ability in several 

languages. 

Perlocutionary act: 

He tells the ability directly.30 

                                                           
29 M25TM20/09/2019  
30 M26TM20/09/2019 Time 8.44 pm. 
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27.   Sentences: 

When a brother comes to the sisters side of 

the mosque. 

Woman: r u lost (picture) 

Locutionary act: 

When a brother comes to the sisters side of 

the mosque. 

Illocutionary act: 

A woman have to asks her brother to move to 

an appropriate areas. 

Perlocutionary act: 

Directly she feels bored with what her 

brother’s do.31 

28.  Sentences: 

When you and your friend agree to wake up 

at 5:00 am to go to jogging but at 5:00 am 

you’re both like 

Locutionary act: 

When you and your friend agree to wake up 

at 5:00 am to go to jogging but at 5:00 am 

you’re both like. 

Illocutionary act: 

It means that have to wake up at the time 

planned. 

Perlocutionary act: 

directly wake up at an appropriate time.32 

29.  Sentences: 

When he kinda hot, but you remember 

jahannam is hotter 

Locutionary act: 

So.. I just got 2 movie tickets 

Illocutionary act: 

A man wants to take a woman to go to the 

movie 

Perlocutionary act: 

A woman smiled, but she refused him.33 

                                                           
31 M27TM20/09/2019  
32 M28SM20/09/2019 Time 9.00 pm. 
33 M29SM20/09/2019 
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30.  Sentences: 

Man 1 : I’m going to jump! 

Man 2 : Do a flip! 

Locutionary act: 

I’m going to jump! 

Illocutionary act: 

Man 1 wants to throw himself from a tall 

buillding 

Perlocutionary act: 

Man 2 started screaming and he even told 

him to jump.34 

 

2. How are the context of sarcasm on Memes at Facebook Account? 

a. Sarcasm  

Elisabeth Camp also tells that sarcasm is stating the opposite of an 

intended meaning especially in order to sneeringly, slyly, jest or mock a 

person, situation or thing. It is strongly associated with irony, with some 

definitions classifying it as a type of verbal irony intended to insult or wound. 

Sarcasm can aslo be used in a humorous or jesting way depending on the 

intent of the person speaking. Sarcasm is used most often times in a humorous 

manner, but can also express annoyance or anger. It is often used as proxy to 

other forms of expression. For example, instead of becoming angry and 

yelling at someone in a conflict, a person might choose to use sarcasm as an 

alternative.35  

1) Propositional sarcasm 

For this type, the form of sarcasm itself is a proposition, where 

the propositional sarcasm is also the most obvious type of form. This type 

                                                           
34 M30SM20/09/2019 
35 https://sarcasm.askdefine.com/ Accessed on 19 October 2019 at 10.37 am. 

https://sarcasm.askdefine.com/
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directly leads to the intent or purpose of the speaker who is intended to 

“insinuate”. However, between the statement of proposition and the intent 

of the speaker is actually opposite.36 In this case, sarcasm that will be 

explained through an example as like this: 

“James must be a real hit with the ladies” 

From the example above, it does not appear the element of 

“insinuate”. But, the situation that occur tells that James is not someone 

who is popular among at the girls. Actually, a speaker just want to 

express their statement with the purpose to mock. The other forms that 

will be classify on the table below: 

 

No  Meme The Sentences of Meme 

1.  
 Blue bird: Bro, close your eyes 

Green bird: Okay bro  

Blue bird: What do you see? 

Green bird: Nohing bro 

Bluebird: that’s my life without you.” 

Green bird: Bro (surprised) 

 

2. 
 90’s : don’t sit too close to the tv 

2019 : (picture) 

                                                           
36 Irene Dinari, “Jenis-jenis dan Penanda Majas sarkasme dalam Novel the Return of Sherlock 

Holmes”?, hlm, 498-499 
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3. 
 Girl: Mom, I got A+ Chemistry 

Mom: WTF!! Well Done 

Girl: Mom, what do you think WTF Means? 

Mom: Well That’s fantastic 

4. 
 When your best friend makes a very stupid 

decision but you still support them because 

you’re besties 

5. 
 When your best friend’s parents say “you’re 

not a guest anymore, you’re family 

6. 
 Locks the house door and check 3 times if it’s 

locked. 

My brain 5 minutes later: Did I lock the 

door? 

Me: (picture) 

7. 
 When mum asks me who I’m going to 

“dinner” with 

Mommy: who is with u 

Omar : Allah swt and his angels 

Mommy: … 

8. 
 You don’t always have to apologize for 

everything, you’re good” 

Me: (picture) 

9. 
 When Santa slide down your chimney but 

You’re muslim. 

You picked the wrong house fool! 
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10. 
 Me as a kid waiting for Allah to give me a 

million dollars after I made dua for it. 

 

2) Lexical sarcasm 

If propositional sarcasm most closely approximates to the 

traditional implicature model, lexical sarcasm provides the best case for a 

semanticst postulation of sarcasm. Lexical sarcasm displays an even 

tighter connection to an evoked evaluative scale than propositional 

sarcasm. Where the evaluative scale in propositional sarcasm might be 

merely pragmatically evoked, lexical sarcasm most naturally targets 

expressions which denote the extreme end of a conventionally-associated, 

normatively-loaded scale expressions like “brilliant, inspired, genius, 

diplomat, and thrilled” so that the sarcastic inversion contributes a value 

at the scales’s extreme other end. Even lexical sarcasm is often expressed 

in positive but it still has negative effect.37 For this type that will be 

explained by an example, as like this: 

“If Alice so brilliant, then she’ll be the perfect dupe for our little 

plan.” 

 

From the example above, the statement using a positive word 

like “So brilliant:. But, the statement is also accompanied by negative 

                                                           
37 Irene Dinari, “Jenis-jenis dan Penanda Majas sarkasme dalam Novel the Return of Sherlock 

Holmes”?, hlm, 498-499 
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effect like “the perfect dupe”. So, it shows that the speaker does not 

sincerely praising Alice as an intelligent person. The other forms that will 

be classify on the table below: 

No  Meme The Sentences of meme 

1.  
 Knowing you have the next day off is more 

relieving than the actual day off. 

2. 
 When you are singing a song suddenly your 

idiot friends starts singing it too 

3. 
 Sometimes you have to keep your good news 

to yourself. Every body is not genuinely 

happy for you. 

4. 
 When someone asks me if I’m ok during an 

anxiety attack 

Me: IM FINE WHY YOU ASK 

(picture) 

 

5. 
 situation 1: Introverts 

situation 2: Maybe I’ll tell a joke 

situation 3: nobody laughs 

situation 4: NEVER AGAIN 
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6. 
 * During Shopping* 

   “Ma Sha Allah” 

* Checks Price Tag* 

   “Astaghfirullah” 

7. 
 Boy: I Love you 

Girl: Talk to my Dad 

Boy: I Love you (talk to Dad’s girl) 

 

8. 
 I can understand urdu, but I can’t 

Speak it. 

I can bangla, but I can’t read or  

Write in it, 

I can read Arabic but can’t understand it 

9. 
 

When you and your friend agree to wake up 

at 5:00 am to go to jogging but at 5:00 am 

you’re both like 

 

3) Like prefixed sarcasm 

Like propositional sarcasm, like prefixed sarcasm targets an 

entire proposition. But, where bare propositional sarcasm is quite flexible 

in which of the various propositions associated with an utterance it can 

target focal content, presuppositions, or implicatures, as generataed by 

sentences of any grammatical mood like prefixed sarcasm only combines 

with declarative sentences, and only targets content that determined by 

composition of the constituent expressions conventional meanings plus 

lexically focused pragmatic processes. This inevitably includes the 
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sentence’s focal content, and often only that content. So, like prefixed 

sarcasm is not cause an ambiguity.38 There is an example for this type, it 

is as follow: 

like it’s a nice cool day today.” 

From the statement above, the speaker states that the weather on 

that day is cool. While in reality the weather is hot and the sun also 

shining brightly. Of course, the statement easier to understand by the 

content of the sarcasm speech partner, because it is supported by a 

conflicting situation. The other form that will be classify on the table 

below: 

No Meme The Senteces of Meme 

1.   
When the imam is still reciting the Fatiha 

and someone says “Ameeeeeen”. 

 

4) Illocutionary sarcasm 

In this type, sarcasm is not only seen as an internal element 

utterances, but also as an intergrated whole including other speech acts 

accompanying it. Illocutionary sarcasm covers all general implicatures 

                                                           
38 Irene Dinari, “Jenis-jenis dan Penanda Majas sarkasme dalam Novel the Return of Sherlock 

Holmes”?, hlm, 498-499 
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even in special circumstances, such as speech that expressing 

compassion, praise, and others.39 There is an example for this type, it is as 

follow: 

“How old did you say you were?” 

For the statement above, a speaker asks the age of the speech 

partner. In fact, a speaker does not really want to ask about it. It is just 

insinuate. The speaker just giving the question as a form of insinuate to a 

speech partner who is acting  childish. So, the form of this sarcasm will 

giving a reaction from the speech partner. The other form that will be 

classify on the table below: 

No Meme The Sentences of Meme 

1. 
 Have you ever realized that women’s 

“I’ll be ready in 5 minutes” and man’s 

“I’ll be home in 5 minutes” are exactly 

the same. 

2. 
 When doctor suggest you to walk on 

grass daily 

3. 
 When someone starts walking behind 

you and you start wondering if that 

person is judging everything you do from 

behind 

                                                           
39 Irene Dinari, “Jenis-jenis dan Penanda Majas sarkasme dalam Novel the Return of Sherlock 

Holmes”?, hlm, 498-499 
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4. 
 If Disney princesses were muslim 

Prince   : Rapunzel let down your 

               hair. 

Rapunzel: gotta marry me first! 

5. 
 “Just muslim girl things  

Girl A: sis, are your parents going 

           To let you sleep at my place 

Girl B: IDK. I have to beg 

Girl A: they can interview my 

            Parents if they’d like. 

Girl B: LMFAOOO 

           STOOPP 

 

6. 
 Learn to discipline your emotions 

Because if you don’t… your enemies 

will use them against you 

7. 
 Before Ramadan 

Man  A: Yo, what time is Maghrib? 

 Man B: How am I suppose to know 

that? 

During Ramadan 

Man  A: Yo, What time is Maghrib? 

Man B: it’s at 7:15 pm and 53 seconds 

8. 
 When a brother comes to the sisters side 

of the mosque 

Woman: r u lost (picture) 

9. 
 When he kinda hot, but you remember 

jahannam is hotter 

Man     : I just go 2 tickets 

Woman: cool! You could go twice 
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10. 
 Man 1 : I’m going to jump! 

Man 2 : Do a flip! 

 

3. What are the character educational values used on Sarcasm Memes at 

Facebook Account? 

a. Character Educational Values 

Agung said that character educational value is an effort to give 

learning about some values in shaping a good attitude that will characterize 

the individual itself.40 So, character educational values that comes from the 

personality of each individual. Usually, a character of each individual will 

shows who are they in reality. Kemendiknas also stated that: 

“There are 18 values are form the national character which derived 

from religion, pancasila, culture, and national education goals. The 

values are expected to be integrated in learning activities so that it 

will gradually shape the character of students. Description of the 18 

character referred to as follows: religious, honest, tolerance, 

discipline, hard work, creative, democratic, the spirit of nationality, 

nasionalism, reward achievement, friendly/communicative, peace 

loving, fond of reading, caring environmental, social care, 

responsibility, independent, curiosity.”41 

 

Then, Based on the data obtain from an observation, a researcher 

only find 13 kinds of character educational values on the sarcasm meme at 

                                                           
40 Herlina Padmawati, “Nilai Pendidikan karakter  pada Tindak Tutur Ilokusi dan Perlokusi dalam 

Kumpulan Teks Humor Buku: MUKIDI: RUANG TERTAWA BEBAS PAJAK Karya Soetantyo 

Moechlas” (Skripsi S1, Universitas Muhammadityah Surakarta, 2018), hlm, 3. 
41 Ibid, 4. 
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facebook account. Here are 13 number of character educational values as 

follows: 

1) Religious  

Religious is an attitude that always follows the rules and away 

from what is forbidden by their religion. Besides, this attitude that always 

maintain harmony and unity between different religion and belief. The 

examples of religious that will be describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 

1. 
 When the imam is still reciting the Fatiha 

and someone says “Ameeeeeen”. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. 
 If Disney princesses were muslim 

Prince    : Rapunzel let down your 

                 hair. 

Rapunzel: gotta marry me first!” 

 

3. 
 Just muslim girl things  

Girl A: Sis, are your parents going 

            To let you sleep at my place 

Girl B: IDK. I have to beg 

Girl A: they can interview my 

            Parents if they’d like. 

Girl B: LMFAOOO 

            STOOPP 

4. 
 When mum asks me who I’m going to 

“dinner” with 

 Mommy: who is with u 

 Omar : Allah swt and his angels 

 Mommy: … 
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5. 
 Before Ramadan 

Man  A: Yo, what time is Maghrib? 

Man B: How am I suppose to know that? 

During Ramadan 

Man  A: Yo, What time is Maghrib? 

Man B: it’s at 7:15 pm and 53 seconds. 

6. 
 Boy: I Love you 

Girl: Talk to my Dad 

Boy: I Love you (talk to Dad’s girl) 

7. 
 When a brother comes to the sisters side of 

the mosque. 

Woman: r u lost (picture)” 

 

8. 
 When he kinda hot, but you remember 

jahannam is hotter. 

Man     : I just go 2 tickets 

Woman: cool! You could go twice 

 

 

 

2) Honest  

An attitude that avoids bad in speech, feelings, and actions to 

always say correctly and try to be trusted. The examples of honest that 

will be describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 

1. 
 You don’t always have to apologize for 

everything, you’re good 

Me: (picture) 
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2. 
 Boy: I Love you 

Girl: Talk to my Dad 

Boy: I Love you (talk to Dad’s girl) 

 

3) Tolerance  

A behavior that always happy in respecting differences. So, there 

is no dispute because of the differences itself. This behavior is manifested 

by the attitude of accepting differences, and diversity in realizing the 

function of tolerance in life. The examples of tolerance that will be 

describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 

1. 
 Sometimes you have to keep your good 

news to yourself. Every body is not 

genuinely happy for you 

2. 
 situation 1: Introverts 

situation 2:  Maybe I’ll tell a joke 

situation 3:  nobody laughs 

situation 4: NEVER AGAIN 

3. 
 When Santa slide down your chimney but 

You’re muslim. 

You picked the wrong house fool! 

 

4) Discipline  

An action that maintain and comply with a good 

recommendation      and avoid all bad restrictions are consistent and 
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committed. The examples of discipline that will be describes on the table 

below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 

1. 
 Knowing you have the next day off is more 

relieving than the actual day off. 

2. 
 Have you ever realized that women’s “I’ll 

be ready in 5 minutes” and man’s “I’ll be 

home in 5 minutes” are exactly the same 

 

3. 
 When you and your friend agree to wake up 

at 5:00 am to go to jogging but at 5:00 am 

you’re both like 

5) Hard Work  

An action in considering all the abilities and willingness to 

complete a job based on the result that must be done in appropriate time. 

The examples of hard work that will be describes on the table below: 

 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 

1. 
 situation 1: Introverts 

situation 2: Maybe I’ll tell a joke 

situation 3:  nobody laughs 

situation 4: NEVER AGAIN 
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2. 
 Me as a kid waiting for Allah to give me a 

million dollars after I made dua for it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6) Reward Achievement 

An assessment that shows a sense of pride in the strengths and 

advantages possessed both as an individual and a member of the 

community. This sense will encourage these people to obtain the success 

that is gained for those around them. The examples of reward 

achievement that will be describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 

1. 
 Girl  : Mom, I got A+ Chemistry 

Mom: WTF!! Well Done 

Girl  : Mom, what do you think WTF 

          Means? 

Mom: Well That’s fantastic 

7) Friendly/ Communicative 

A behavior that always maintains good relations in positive 

interactions between individuals in a group of social life. The examples of 

friendly/communicative that will be describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 
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1. 
 Blue bird   : Bro, close your eyes 

Green bird : Okay bro  

Blue bird   : What do you see? 

Green bird : Nohing bro 

Blue bird   : that’s my life without  

                    you.” 

Green bird : Bro (angry) 

 

2. 
 When you are singing a song suddenly your 

idiot friends starts singing it too 

3. 
 When your best friend makes a very stupid 

decision but you still support them because 

you’re besties 

4. 
 Learn to discipline your emotions 

Because if you don’t… your enemies will 

use them against you 

5. 
 Man 1 : I’m going to jump! 

Man 2 : Do a flip! 

 

8) Peace Loving  

A  behavior that always prioritizes the unity of taste and the 

realization of harmony in a pluralistic and multicultural environment. The 

examples of peace loving that will be describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 
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1. 
 You don’t always have to apologize for 

everything, you’re good” 

Me: (picture) 

9) Enviromental Care  

An attitude to making nature conservation and habit reflected in  

the environmental so that natural renewal cycles of nature continue to 

occur naturally. So, the nature will be last. The examples of 

environmental care that will be describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 

1. 
 When doctor suggest you to walk on grass 

daily. 

10) Social Care 

An attitude that always wants to help other people and 

communities in some situation that needed. The examples of  social care 

that will be describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 

1. 
 When your best friend’s parents say “you’re 

not a guest anymore, you’re family. 
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11) Responsibility  

An attitude of awareness about a task and obligation performed 

for individual and others. The examples of  responsibility that will be 

describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 

1. 
 90’s : don’t sit too close to the tv 

2019 : (picture) 

 

2. 
 Locks the house door and check 3 times if 

it’s locked. 

My brain 5 minutes later: Did I lock the 

door? 

Me: (picture) 

3. 
 * During Shopping* 

   “Ma Sha Allah” 

* Checks Price Tag* 

   “Astaghfirullah” 

 

12) Independent  

An attitude that believing in one’s potential and carrying out 

one’s responsibilities with confidence and commitment. The examples of  

independent that will be describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 
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1. 
 Me as a kid waiting for Allah to give me a 

million dollars after I made dua for it 

13) Curiousity  

An attitude and actions that always seeks to know what it is 

learned in more depth related with the various aspect. The examples of  

curiousity that will be describes on the table below: 

No  Meme The sentences of Meme 

1. 
 When someone starts walking behind you 

and you start wondering if that person is 

judging everything you do from behind 

2. 
 When someone asks me if I’m ok during an 

anxiety attack 

Me: IM FINE WHY YOU ASK 

3. 
 I can understand urdu, but I can’t 

Speak it. 

I can bangla, but I can’t read or  

Write in it, 

I can read Arabic but can’t understand it. 

  

From the table describes that the researcher has found 30 of speech act related 

with the Locutionary, Illocutionary, and Perlocutionary. On the table, the researcher 

also found the four kinds of the context of sarcasm, they are  Propositional Sarcasm 
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(10), Lexical Sarcasm (9), Like-Prefixed Sarcasm (1), dan Illocutionary Sarcasm 

(10). Then, a researcher also has found thirteen kinds of character educational values, 

they are Religious (8), Honest (2), Tolerance (3), Discipline (3), Hard work (2), 

Reward Achievement (1), Friendly/Communicative (5), Peace Loving (1), 

Enviromental Care (1), Social Care (1), Responsibility (3), Independent (1), and 

Curiosity (3). Based on the result, a researcher will give more explanation that will be 

explained on the discussion section. 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Discussion  

In this section, a researcher presents the result of the research. The researcher 

will explain the data deeply. This discussion is divided into three points. They are, the 

kinds of speech act used on sarcasm memes at facebook account, the context of 

sarcasm on memes at facebook account, and the character educational values used on 

sarcasm memes at facebook account. 

1. The kinds of speech used on sarcasm memes at facebook account 
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According to the research obtained, a researcher has found 30 of speech 

act related with the Locutionary, Illocutionary, and Perlocutionary. Here are the 

following will list some of data: 

Data (1)  

       Locutionary act: … the next day is more relieving than the actual day off. 

Illocutionary act: Holiday makes the day good 

Perlocutionary act: A holiday is always a day to be enjoyed.42 

 

From the data, the locutionary act of this meme is “the next day off is 

more relieving  than the actual day off”. It means that the sentence gives an 

information that the holiday is always be a good day, so it can be said an 

illocutionary act, where the people of the meme feel that when theyget a holiday, 

they make their day will be good. So, the effect or perlocutionary act from the 

sentence of the meme is the holiday is always a day to be enjoyed. It means that 

the people always be happy when they get the holiday then they aware that today 

is the last day of their holiday. Because, whatever it is that holiday make them 

enjoy.  

 

 

Data (2)  

 

Locutionary act: Women’s “I’ll be ready in 5 minutes” and a man’s “I’ll be 

home in 5 minutes” are exactly the same. 

Illocutionary act: Women use longer times than Men 

Perlocutionary act: Men are bored while waiting for Women.43 

 

The meme illustrates about there are two sides of the picture between 

woman and man that tells about “how precious time”. This meme illustrates the 

                                                           
42 M01S17/09/2019 Time 6.44 pm 
43 M02S17/09/2019 
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woman that doing make up so long. On the other hand, there is a man who is 

waiting for so long time. Based on the data exposure, this meme shows a 

locutionary act “Women’s “I’ll be ready in 5 minutes” and a man’s “I’ll be home 

in 5 minutes” are exactly the same”. It means that the sentence is only giving an 

information that the activities of the woman is different while the boy’s activities. 

The illocutionary act of this meme is about “Women use longer times than Men”, 

it means that the sentence not only giving an information but it shows a 

requesting for some action that when the woman use longer times than man, she 

must be aware with what she does and she must finish her activity soon. So, from 

the woman’s action, she actually giving an effect that the man is bored while 

waiting for the woman. Then, it is called perlocutionary act. 

Data (3) 

 

Locutionary act:… doctor suggest you to walk on grass daily. 

Illocutionary act: Have to walk on the grass daily 

Perlocutionary act: Directly walk on the grass44 

 

The meme represent a concept of nature in which pair of sandals are 

covered on the grass. In this meme, there is a sentence that shows a doctor 

suggest to walk on the grass daily. That’s called locutionary actthat shows an 

information from the meme. It means that a doctor suggest to someone to to walk 

on the grass daily. The illocutionary act of this meme is when a doctor suggest to 

walk on the grass, it means that someone has to walk. An effect of this situation 

is called perlocutionary act, in which the statement gives a result that someone 

indirect walk on the grass.  

                                                           
44 M03S17/09/2019 Time 6.44 pm. 
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Data (4) 

 

Locutionary act: Bro, close your eyes 

Illocutionary act: Blue bird have to close his eyes 

Perlocutionary act: Blue bird directly accept the green bird’s instructions.45 

 

This meme represent about a blue bird asks a green bird to close his 

eyes. Then, the word that shows how close they are as friend when blue bird start 

to telling green bird who he can not live without his friend. this meme shows a 

locutionary act “Bro, close your eyes’. It means the sentence only giving an 

information that has been explained. This sentence asking some action that from 

the instruction that has to clos his eyes. From the first statement, this sentence 

giving an effect that blue bird directly accept what the green bird instructed. The, 

it can be said as perlocutionary.  

Data (5) 

Locutionary act: Don’t sit too close to the tv 

Illocutionary act: Have to get some distance from the seating position with the  

tv. 

Perlocutionary act: Directly giving a space from the seating position with the 

tv.46 

 

This meme tells about the differences of the ways using an electronics in 

two times, they are 90’s and 2019. At the 90’s, people always force too close to 

watch the tv. from the situation, the locutionary act of this meme is “Don’t sit too 

close to the tv”, it means that the sentence just giving a statement of the meme’s 

situation. The illocutionary act is the information and requesting an action like 

when someone ask to “don’st sit too close to the tv”, it means that the other is 

ruled to get some distance from the seating position with the tv. so, from the 

                                                           
45 M04M17/09/2019 Time 7.30 pm. 
46 M05M17/09/2019 
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instruction, the people aware and directly giving a space. The effect is called 

perlocutionary act. 

Data (6) 

 

Locutionary act: When someone starts walking behind you and you start 

wondering if that person is judging everything you do from behind. 

Illocutionary act: It means that there is something bad happened with what 

person do. 

Perlocutionary act: This person will indirectly feel the strangeness that is 

happening to him.47 

 

This meme illustrates that there is a person walking alone by himself. 

On each trip, he noticed the circumstances around him. along the way, he has 

always wondered what is going on around him. he feels there is something in his 

manner. Based on the data, the locutionary act of this meme is an information 

“When someone starts walking behind you and you start wondering if that person 

is judging everything you do from behind”. Can be said as an original 

information from the statement. The illocutionary act is something bad happened 

with what a person do after he is looking around him. so, the perlocutionary act is 

a asomeone directly fel the strangeness that is happening. Then, he has find out 

where the strangeness is. 

 

  

 

Data (7) 

 

Locutionary act: When the imam is still reciting the Fatiha and someone says 

“Ameeeeeen”. 

Illocutionary act: Someone said aameen after reciting fatiha. 

Perlocutionary act: Directly said aameen when the imam reciting fatiha.48 

                                                           
47 M06M17/09/2019 Time 7.30 pm. 
48 M07HM17/09/2019 Time 7.30 pm. 
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This meme illustrates about someone who do an obligation as a muslim. 

He is a man. In the picture, a man smile as if he is laughing at something strange 

happening around him. based on the situation that has happened, the locutionary 

act of this meme only gives an information that there is strangeness when the 

imam reciting fatiha. The illocutionary act of this meme is “someone said 

aameen after reciting fatiha”. It means that the word “aameen” is the way to 

respon what the imam does. So, based on the situation, the other people directly 

said aameen when the imam reciting fatiha. It can be said perlocutionary act. 

Data (8) 

 

Locutionary act: let down your  hair. 

Illocutionary act: Prince asks Rapunzel to let her hair down. 

Perlocutionary act: Rapunzel directly smiled and she responds prince with a 

challenge to marry her.49 

 

this picture illustrates about the conversation between prince and 

Rapunzel with the concept of Islamic religion shown by a princess Rapunzel who 

is wearing the hijab. A prince asks Rapunzel to let down her hair, but rapunzeel 

reject him. Based on the data exposure, the locutionary act of this meme comes 

from “let down your hair” it means that the sentence only giving statement 

contains with an information. The illocutionary act showed by the situation of the 

prince who asks Rapunzel to let her hair down. It means that the 

informationgives result in a request for an action called “what happens after the 

information informed”. So, based on the situation, the perlocutinary shows that 

Rapunzel directly smiled and she responds prince to do achallenge to marry her.   

                                                           
49 M08HM17/09/2019 
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Data (9) 

 

Locutionary act: They can interview my parents if they’d like. 

Illocutionary act: Girl A giving a suggestion to Girl B for their plan. 

Perlocutionary act: Girl B directly laugh when she hears what Girl A is 

suggesting.50 

 

This meme illustrates a conversation between two muslims girls through 

via text message, they discusses the habits of a girl who wants to stay at 

girlfriend’s home. During the conversation, they are making plans on how to get 

permit. Based on the data exposure, this meme shows locutionary act “they can 

interview my parents if they’d like”. From the situation, the girls just giving an 

statement that they make a plan after getting the permission. The illocutionary act 

can be looked when a Girl A giving a suggestion to her friend. so, based on the 

illocutionary act, this situation giving an effect that Girl B directly laugh when 

she hears what Girl A is suggesting.  

Data (10) 

 

Locutionary act: I got A+ in Chemistry 

Illocutionary act: A girl informs her mother about an achievement 

Perlocutionary act: Girl’s mother giving a compliment for the achievement.51 

 

The data tells about the situation when a girl informs her mother about 

an achievement. But, in the middle situation, a girl surprised when her mother 

says something rude. This meme shows locutionary act “I got A+ in Chemistry” 

it means that the girl just giving a statement with what she does. The 

illocutionary act of this meme showed by a girl informs her mother about an 

achievement. It means that the girl giving an information who in a result in a 

                                                           
50 M09HM17/09/2019 Time 7.30 pm. 
51 M10SD18/09/2019 Time 6.30 am. 
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result of requesting an action that mother gives an effect like she giving a 

compliment for the achieved. So, it can be said perlocutionary act. 

Data (11) 

 

Locutionary act: when you are singing a song suddenly, your idiot friends starts 

singing it too 

Illocutionary act: Those idiot friends followed you to sing. 

Perloctionary act: You and you are idiot friends are singing together.52 

 

The picture shows that there is a cartoon character “Tom” expressing 

what he is experiencing. In the meme, Tom shows his expression when he see his 

bestfriend following him singing along. He feels very angry, but he still 

appreciated his friend. it is evident when he still referred him as a friend. the 

locutionary of this meme is “when you are singing a song suddenly, your idiot 

friends starts singing it too” it means that the sentence gives a statement of a 

closeness between two friends who has long relationship in friendship. The 

illocutionary act happened when those idiot friends followed Tom to sing, it 

means that the friend still follow what tom is doing. The perlocutionary is an 

effect of the statement happened. finally, Tom and his idiot friends are singing 

together. 

Data (12) 

 

Locutionary act: Sometimes you have to keep your good news to yourself. 

Every body is not genuinely happy for you. 

Illocutionary act: You do not have to tell others for the good news you have 

Perlocutionary act: You have to be silent directly.53 

This picture shows someone being asked to be silent. This meme has 

tolerance value in providing an explanation in it. this shows an image that gives a 

                                                           
52 M11SD18/09/2019 Time 6.30 am. 
53 M12SD18/09/2019 
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sign fo “be silent”. The sign is intended so that one does not have to make 

statement about oneself to others. Because this is to avoid bad things later. The 

locutionary act of this meme appears when “someone has to keep your good 

news to yourself. Every body is not genuinely happy for you”. Then, the 

illocutionary act of the statement giving respon that do not telling to others. 

Finally, the perlocutionary act that happened of the situation is directly someone 

has to be silent  

Data (13)  

 

Locutionary act: when your best friend makes a very stupid decision but you 

still support them because you’re besties 

Illocutionary act: A best friend gives support to each other even in bad situation 

Perlocutionary act: A Best friend will always be a supportive person.54 

 

The concept of this picture is about the closeness of two friends in a 

situation. This picture shows two friendly gentlemen. They had already formed 

those friendship for so long that they know each other. Even if one of them do 

something wrong, the other friend provides a solustion and help them. Based on 

the situation, the locutionary act of this data gives statement “when your best 

friend makes a very stupid decision but you still support them because you’re 

besties”. it menas that the situation requesting an action who act by a best friend 

gives support to each other even in bad situation. Ita can be said illocutionary act. 

So, the action shows an effect or perlocutionary act that a bestfriend will always 

be a supportive person and do anything for the bestfriend. 

Data (14) 

 

                                                           
54 M13G18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
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Locutionary act: When your best friend’s parents say “you’re not a guest 

anymore, you’re family” 

Illocutionary act: you has to assume that a best friend is a family 

Perlocutionary act: A best friend is also your family55 

 

The data expresses about something that has been goals of the friendship 

when someone has a friend, and their friend’s relationship has a very long time. 

So, one parent of the friend would view his child’s friend as family.the 

locutionary act of this data appears “When your best friend’s parents say “you’re 

not a guest anymore, you’re family”. it means that someone wants to say that a 

friend is part of the family. The illocutionary act that shows is someone has to 

assume that a best friend is a family. So, the perlocutionary act says that a 

bestfriend is also a family.  

Data (15) 

 

Locutionary act: Learn to discipline your emotions. Because if you don’t… 

your enemies will use them against you 

Illocutionary act: Have to keep an emotions for enemies 

Perlocutionary act: directly be a quiet and aware56 

 

This picture shows how can a man care so much about his friend with 

sincerity. A friend’s sincerity is evident when he can experience the difficulty 

that his friend is experiencing. Based on the situation, the locutionary act appears 

when someone says “ Learn to discipline your emotions. Because if you don’t… 

your enemies will use them against you” it means that the sentence just giving an 

information. The illocutionary act of this meme is the result of a requesting an 

action from the statement. So, the next situation someone has to keep an 

                                                           
55 M14G18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
56 M15G18/09/2019 
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emotions for enemies. The, the perlocutionary happened that he directly be a 

quiet and aware. 

Data (16) 

 

Locutionary act: locks the house door and check 3 times if it’s locked. 

Illocutionary act: She has to check her home to lock the door 

Perlocutionary act: She goes to at home directly57 

 

The data tells about a woman who is wearing a veil. Actually, she wants 

to go out. But, she always thinking about something that would happen at home. 

This woman worries when she leave her home. Because, she feels something bad 

had happened at home, as if he had forgotten to lock the door. So, she has to go 

back to that house. Based on the data, this meme shows locutionary act “locks 

the house door and check 3 times if it’s locked” it means that the sentence is inly 

giving an information that when a person wants to get out of the house, she has 

to recheck her home. The illocutionary act appears when the woman has to check 

her home to lock the door. So,  directly she goest to at home. The effect of the 

action that has been happened is called perlocutionary act.  

Data (17)  

 

Locutionary act: When mum asks me who I’m going to “dinner” with.  

Illocutionary act: Omar responds his mom with the positive answer. 

Perlocutionary act: Omar’s mother is silent because she believe that her son 

will be fine.58 

 

This picture shows that a mother is texting her son by via text message. 

In the message, a mother only wants to ask her son a question. From the data, the 

locutionary act of this meme is “When mum asks me who I’m going to “dinner” 

                                                           
57 M16MM18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
58 M17G18/09/2019  Time 9.00 am. 
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with. This situation informs that the mother is asking about something for the 

boy. The illocutionary act shows an action that responding the information. So, 

Omar responds his mom. Then, perlocutionary act that happened when mother be 

silent, because she believe what her boy said.  

Data (18) 

 

Locutionary act: It’s at 7:15 pm and 53 seconds 

Illocutionary act: Man B answers his friend’s question during ramadhan about 

the time of maghrib prayer. 

Perlocutionary act: The question has been answered clearly59 

 

This meme tells about there are two men doing conversation about a 

maghrib prayer. The men talk a similar topic about mahrib prayer at two different 

times. The first situation, before  ramadhan and the second situation at during 

ramadhan.based on the data, the locutionary act appears “It’s at 7:15 pm and 53 

seconds” it means that the man informs about the time to his friend. The 

illocutionary act of this meme shows when the situation of Man B answers his 

friend’s question about the time of maghrib prayer. Finally, the question has been 

answered clearly. 

Data (19) 

 

Locutionary act: Im fine why you ask 

Illocutionary act: It means that someone is feeling good. 

Perlocutionary act: Someone directly feels good.60 

 

This meme illustrates an owl. It seems shocked. Because there is 

something weird go on with it. This situation happens when someone asks a 

question and worries about the owl., while it realize that all are well. And so, in 

                                                           
59 M18G18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
60 M19SS18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
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the question, it will arouse a curiousity in it to find out what had happened.the 

locutionary act of this meme “Im fine why you ask” it means that the owl just 

giving a statement about what has happened. the illocutionary act shows a 

requesting for some action that someone is feeling good. So, directly he feels 

good with what condition. This effect can be said perlocutionary act. 

Data (20) 

 

Locutionary act: You don’t always have to apologize for everything, you’re 

good. 

Illocutionary act: It means that do not have to apologize if that mistake did not 

come from ourselves. 

Perlocutionary act: Good things can be measured by an apologies without 

mistakes.61 

 

This meme shows the character “Spongebob” bringing fast food. In the 

picture, he seems to be doing something wrong he feel. Actually, he never do 

anything wrong for the people around him. The locutionary of the situation 

shows “You don’t always have to apologize for everything, you’re good”. It 

means that there is a person is always saying “sorry” even he has not a mistake. 

The illocutionary act is a person does not has to apologizec if that mistake did not 

come from himselves. So, the perlocutionary act of the situation gives an effect 

that good things can be measured by an apologies without mistakes. 

Data (21) 

 

Locutionary act: Maybe I’ll tell a joke 

Illocutionary act: The box tries to make a joke even though it failed. 

Perlocutionary act: The box does not want to try again, directly stop to do it.62 

                                                           
61 M20SS18/09/2019 Time 9.00 am. 
62 M21SS18/09/2019 
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This picture tells about someone who has an introvert personality. It is 

marked by a soft pink that has a box. In the first situation, this meme illustrates 

that an introvert only leave with her box. Then, she is out of its zone. Based on 

the situation, the locutionary of this meme “Maybe I’ll tell a joke” it means that 

the pink box wants to make a joke show. The illocutionary act gives a requesting 

action that the box tries to make a joke even though it failed. Then, the 

perlocutionary is the box does not want to try again, it directly stop to do that. 

Data (22) 

 

Locutionary act: When Santa slide down your chimney but You’re muslim. 

Illocutionary act: It means that there is something weird happening. 

Perlocutionary act: A muslim shocked to see the wrong Santa Clause entering  

his house.63 

 

This meme shows two men who have different religion. It proved by 

one of the men who wear a red and white costume in Christmas celebrations for 

Christian, while the other man is a Muslim. Based on the data exposure, the 

locutionary act of this situation appears when santa slide down the chimney but 

the other muslim. From the illocutionary act, it means that there is something 

weird happening of the two people who has different religion. So, the 

perlocutionary gives an effect of the situation that A muslim shocked to see the 

wrong Santa Clause entering  his house. 

Data (23) 

 

Locutionary act: During shopping MashaAllah. Checks price tag Astaghfirullah 

Illocutionary act: A women’s feel during shopping. 

Perlocutionary act:  Directly she surprised checking the price tag.64 
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This picture shows a woman who is about a shopping situation. In the 

exposure, the woman looks exhausted as she has seen the reality of the price tag. 

Based on the data, thelocutionary act of this meme shows “During shopping 

MashaAllah . Checks price tag Astaghfirullah” it means that a woman only givin 

an information about something during shopping. The illocutionary act shows 

that the situation illustrates what the woman’s feel during shopping. So, 

perlocutionary act of the situation giving an action that a woman directly 

surprised when she checking the price tag. 

Data (24) 

 

Locutionary act:  I love you 

Illocutionary act: A boy expresses his feeling to the girl 

Perlocutionary act: A girl shocked and she asks the boy to tell his father.65 

 

This picture shows the love life of a muslim. It can be seen when two 

girls wear a hijab and a boy who wants to express his feeling to one of the girls. 

The locutionary act that appear about “I Love You” it means that the situation 

just giving an information about a positive expression. The illocutionary act of 

this meme shows the boy expresses his feeling to the gir he loves. So, based on 

the situation, the perlocutioanry act that showed by this meme is A girl shocked 

and she asks the boy to tell his father. 

Data (25) 

 

Locutionary act: Me as a kid waiting for Allah to give me a million dollars after 

I made dua for it. 

Illocutionary act: He still does what he must for a purpose. 

Perlocutionary act: He is waiting for it to happen directly.66 
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This picture shows a man who waiting for something in the field 

during the day. This man is not leaving this place until he gets what he wants. He 

think that when someone is always waiting for the result of an effort, then he will 

do whatever it takes to make it happen. The locutionary of this meme shows 

when a kid waiting for Allah to give him a million dollars after he made dua for 

it. The illocutionary act of this meme “he still does what he must for a purpose” it 

means that the kid does everthing he want. So, the perlocutionary act appears that 

he is waiting for it to happen directly. 

Data (26) 

 

Locutionary act: I can understand urdu, but I can’t Speak it. I can bangla, but I 

can’t read or Write in it, I can read Arabic but can’t understand it. 

Illocutionary act: Someone explain his ability in several languages. 

Perlocutionary act: He tells the ability directly.67 

 

This meme shows a statement sent by someone who use a social media. 

Someone explains about how widely he knows several languages. In fact, in his 

social media posts, he also explains how capable it is to measure his abilities in 

some of the languages. The locutionary act of this meme “I can understand urdu, 

but I can’t Speak it. I can bangla, but I can’t read or Write in it, I can read Arabic 

but can’t understand it” it means that the situation just giving an information that 

someone learning about some languages. The illocutionary act of this meme is 

about someone explain his ability in several languages itself. So, the effect or 

perlocutionary act of the meme that the man tells his ability directly. 

Data (27) 
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Locutionary act: When a brother comes to the sisters side of the mosque. 

Illocutionary act: A woman has to asks her brother to move to an appropriate 

areas. 

Perlocutionary act: Directly she feels bored with what her brother’s do.68 

 

The meme tells about a women’s feel when she looks a strangeness of 

man who entering the woman’s areas in the mosque. the two women feels that 

what a man do inappropriate. Because when someone’s inside a mosque, they 

has to be able differentiate their own area according to their gender. Based on the 

data exposure, the locutionary act of this meme “When a brother comes to the 

sisters side of the mosque”, it means that the sentence just giving an information 

of the statement. The illocutionary act appears when a woman has to asks her 

brother to move to an appropriate areas. So, the perlocutionary act of this meme 

directly makes a woman feels bored with what her brother’s do.  

Data (28) 

 

Locutionary act: When you and your friend agree to wake up at 5:00 am to go 

to jogging but at 5:00 am you’re both like. 

Illocutionary act: It means that have to wake up at the time planned. 

Perlocutionary act: directly wake up at an appropriate time.69 

 

This meme tells about there are two cartoon characters that shown by 

this picture. They are a friendship. They want to make a plan to go to jogging at 

morning. Besides, they do not use their time well. In fact, they just made a plan 

without making it happen. At least, when they have a plan in mind, they should 

do it on time. In order for it to be fully realized an not be a waste of time. Based 

on the data, the locutionary act of this meme shows “When you and your friend 
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agree to wake up at 5:00 am to go to jogging but at 5:00 am you’re both like’, it 

means that the sentence just giving an information about the bad habits when 

they do wasting a time.  The illocutionary act shows that they have to wake up at 

the time planned. So, the perlocutionary act of the meme gives an effect that they 

have to wake up at an appropriate time. 

Data (29) 

 

Locutionary act: So.. I just got 2 movie tickets 

Illocutionary act: A man wants to take a woman to go to the movie 

Perlocutionary act: A woman smiled, but she refused him.70 

 

The meme illustrates there are two people that having a conversation. 

They are a man and a woman. The man wants to take the woman to go to the 

movie, as if he has feeling for her. But, a woman does not want to go there. 

Because a woman feels that what her male friend ask for is wrong in the religious 

point of view. The locutionary act of this meme shows” So.. I just got 2 movie 

tickets”. It just gives an information that there is an invitation. The illocutionary 

act shows when a man wants to take a woman to go to the movie. So, the 

perlocutionary act of this situation is a woman smiled,but she refused her friend. 

Data (30) 

 

Locutionary act: I’m going to jump! 

Illocutionary act: Man 1 wants to throw himself from a tall buillding 

Perlocutionary act: Man 2 started screaming and he even told him to jump.71 

 

This meme shows that something bad is happening to the man. So, it 

seems there are a a lot of people there. This picture tells of a man who want to 
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take his life. He wants to jump off from a tall building.. From this situation, there 

are many people who see the man, one of whom is a friend of the man. Based on 

the situation, the locutionary act of this data shows “I’m going to jump!” it means 

that there is a person who wants to jump. The illocutionary act of this meme 

appears when man 1 wants to throw himself from a tall building. But, the 

perlocutionary act shows an action that man 2 started screaming and he even told 

his friend to jump so that his friend does not really want to jump. 

2. The context of sarcasm on memes at facebook account 

Based on the data collected, a researcher found 30 contexts of sarcasm 

in the sarcasm meme at facebook account. There are 4 categories of the context 

of sarcasm itself, they are propositional sarcasm (10), lexical sarcasm (9), like 

prefixed sarcasm (1) and illocutionary sarcasm (10).  

Then, to make ease the understanding of differences between the context 

of sarcasm, the following will list some of data in each categories: 

a. Propositional sarcasm 

1) “Bluebird: that’s my life without you.”72 

  In the data above, a situation exists when two birds are having 

a conversation. The first bird has blue colour and the second bird has green. 

At the beginning of the conversation, the blue bird asks its friend to close 

its eyes. As a result, the green bird does what its friend’s ask to do. When a 

green bird asks why it has to close its eyes, a blue bird answers with this 
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sentence. Of course, blue bird only wants to give sarcastic. Because the 

truth is blue bird wants to assert that a bestfriend should always be together 

under any circumstances. But, the sentence so exaggerates for a boy 

friendship. 

The data is propositional sarcasm. Because, in the context of 

this meme explains that blue bird wants to make the green bird realize that 

in a boy friendship there is no need to overdo it. that would be weird. 

2) 90’s  : don’t sit too close to the tv  

2019 : (picture)73 
 

   In the data, this sentence is related with what the meme 

showed. It tells about the differences of the way using an electronics in two 

times, they are 90’s and 2019.  At the 90’s, people always force too close 

to watch the tv for their eyes. while at 2019, people actually uses an 

electronics that is very close to their senses.  

   The context of this meme is propositional sarcasm. Because 

this picture seems insinuating that is sarcastic about what people are doing 

these days. The more technology grows, but people misused it and makes 

themselves at risk. In fact, they enjoy it a lot, but it is actually the wrong 

thing to do.  

3) Girl: Mom, I got A+ Chemistry  

Mom: WTF!! Well Done 

Girl: Mom, what do you think WTF Means?74  
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  On the data above, the situation takes when a girl informs her 

mother about an achievement. But, in the middle situation, a girl surprised 

when her mother says something rude. Actually the speaker expresses her 

statement by saying the opposite in order to mock. So, the context used in 

this meme is propositional sarcasm. Because in the conversation, the girl 

does not actually ask her mother. She just want to her mother know that the 

word her mother used is wrong.  

4) When your best friend makes a very stupid decision but you still 

support them because you’re besties75 

 

In the data tells about how to close with friend. The context of 

the meme shows when there are two men that are doing something. They 

are friendship. They always do anything together with the strange action. It 

seems to be close with all the time they want. But in another situation, one 

the men is smile. Because, he insinuating that what the friend did wrong. 

So, the context of this meme is propositionl sarcasm.  

5) When your best friend’s parents say “you’re not a guest anymore, 

you’re family.76 

 

The data expresses about something that has been goals of the 

friendship when someone has a friend, and their friend’s relationship has a 

very long time. So, one parent of the friend would view his child’s friend 

as family. But, it could shows to a different context. This meme is 
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propositional sarcasm. Because, in the picture there is a man who is sad. 

That this is merely an intermediary to sarcastic to the fact that this man is 

immediately be silent. So, that is what a friend’s parent do.  

6) My brain 5 minutes later: Did I lock the door?77 

The data tells about a woman who is wearing a veil. Actually, 

she wants to go out. But, she always thinking about something that would 

happen at home. From the context of the meme, the picture is propositional 

sarcasm. Because, the picture gives an implied meaning of “My brain 5 

minutes later: Did I lock the door?” is a way of providing an insinuate that 

the woman is already doing something reckless. 

7) Mommy: who is with u 

Omar : Allah swt and his angels78 

 This picture shows that a mother is texting her son by via text 

message. a mother is very friendly with her son if the boy goes off without 

anyone accompanying him. So in the picture, the boy insults his mother by 

saying that he never be alone. Because, he is always guarded by Allah and 

His Angels. The insinuation is intended to make his mother be silent.  

8) You don’t always have to apologize for everything, you’re good”79 

 

This meme shows the character “Spongebob” bringing fast 

food. In the picture, he seems to be doing something wrong he feel. 

Actually, he never do anything wrong for the people around him. based on 
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the sentence that showed in the meme, this meme is propositional sarcasm. 

Because, the context gives an implied meaning of  “spongebob” character. 

This meme shows allusion for a spongebob character. Because when 

someone always giving apologize without making mistake is something 

that others will use in a negative way.  

9) When Santa slide down your chimney but You’re muslim. 

You picked the wrong house fool!80 

 

In the picture, it shows two men who have different religion. It 

proved by one of the men who wear a red and white costume in Christmas 

celebrations for Christian, while the other man is a Muslim. But, the 

context that showed is about propositional sarcasm. Because, it can be seen 

when a Muslim stops a Christian by his words. This insinuating is intended 

that the Christian recognize that he had entered the wrong house.  

10) Me as a kid waiting for Allah to give me a million dollars after I 

made dua for it.81 

 

This picture shows a man who waiting for something in the field 

during the day. This man is not leaving this place until he gets what he 

wants. In another side, the sentence of the meme shows as if he is a kid that 

wants to waiting something for himselves. Based on the data exposure, this 

meme is propositional sarcasm. Because, this meme showing the insinuate 

for the man who act like a kid. 

b. Lexical Sarcasm 
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1) Knowing you have the next day off is more relieving than the 

actual day off.82 

 

In the meme, there are two cartoon characters “Tom and Jerry” 

that enjoying a holiday. In the picture, Tom and Jerry are enjoying their 

day off on the beach, a testimony to the presence of those who slept on 

white sand. However, they feel insecure when they realize that their 

holiday had passed that day.this meme is lexical sarcasm. Because, there is 

a positive expression followed by a word that has a negative menaing. So, 

the concept that this meme shows a sarcastic. 

2) When you are singing a song suddenly your idiot friends starts 

singing it too83 

 

The picture shows that there is a cartoon character “Tom” 

expressing what he is experiencing. In the meme, Tom shows his 

expression when he see his bestfriend following him singing along. This 

meme is lexical sarcasm. Because, there is expression that shows a positive 

expression in “your idiot friend”. but, it has a negative meaning to giving 

insinuate for the his friend. 

3) Sometimes you have to keep your good news to yourself. Every 

body is not genuinely happy for you.84 

 

This picture shows someone being asked to be silent. The sign is 

intended so that one does not have to make statement about oneself to 
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others. But, in a sentence of the meme giving an insinuate. It shows when 

there is a positive expression that followed by a negative word like “Every 

body is not genuinely happy for you”. Based on the data exposure, it means 

that the meme is lexical sarcasm. Because, even if it is a good thing, it will 

bring out the bad. 

4) Me: IM FINE WHY YOU ASK85 

 

This meme illustrates an owl. It seems shocked. Because there 

is something weird go on with it. This situation happens when someone 

asks a question and worries about us, while we realize that all are well. 

This meme is lexical sarcasm, where the exposure of these event in the 

meme shows a positive expression followed by negative meaning. It can be 

seen from the sentence “im fine why you ask”. From the sentence, it means 

that he does not want to be asked, because it looks weird and distracting. 

5) situation 2: Maybe I’ll tell a joke 

situation 3: nobody laughs86 

 

This meme is also lexical sarcasm, because it can be seen from 

the situation that happens. This meme tells about someone who has an 

introvert personality. It is marked by a soft pink that has a box. In the first 

situation, this meme illustrates that an introvert only leave with her box. 

Then, she is out of its zone. The pink starts to do something that never done 

before, but she failed. Based on the data exposure, this meme giving an 
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insinuate context. Because, when someone wants to give a joke show, 

nobody laughs. That includes an example of sarcasm.  

6) * During Shopping* 

        “Ma Sha Allah” 

* Checks Price Tag* 

  “Astaghfirullah”87 

 

This picture shows a woman who is about a shopping situation. 

In the exposure, the woman looks exhausted as she has seen the reality of 

the price tag. This meme is lexical sarcasm, where the exposure of these 

event in the meme shows a positive expression followed by negative 

meaning. It can be seen from “Mashaallah…. Astaghfirullah”. From the 

sentence, it means that the situation is not what the woman wanted.  

7) Boy: I Love you 

Girl: Talk to my Dad 

Boy: I Love you (talk to Dad’s girl)88 

 

This picture shows the love life of a muslim. This is seen when 

two girls wear a hijab and a boy who wants to express his feeling to one of 

the girls. But, the concept exposure on this data explains that the girl ask 

the boy to say her father how his feel. Based on the exposure data, this 

meme is lexical sarcasm. Because, there is a positive expression that has 

negative menaing. This is proved when a woman tells her male friend to 

say her father. But, the woman just being sarcastic. 

8) I can read Arabic but can’t understand it89 
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In this meme shows a statement sent by someone who use a 

social media. Someone explains about how widely he knows several 

languages. In fact, in his social media posts, he also explained how capable 

it is to measure his abilities in some of the languages. In the meme, there is 

a sarcastic. It can be seen when the sentence of the meme showing a 

positive expression that as negative meaning. So, the context of that meme 

is called lexical sarcasm. Because, it gives an insinuating that someone on 

the meme does not really know about the languages.  

9) When you and your friend agree to wake up at 5:00 am to go to 

jogging but at 5:00 am you’re both like90 

 

There are two cartoon characters that shown by this picture. 

They are a friendship. They want to make a plan to go to jogging at 

morning. Besides, they do not use their time well. In fact, they just made a 

plan without making it happen. This meme is lexical sarcasm, where the 

exposure of these event in the meme shows a positive expression followed 

by negative meaning. It can be seen from the plans that already mades are 

only a delusion.  

c. Like-Prefixed Sarcasm 

 

1) When the imam is still reciting the Fatiha and someone says 

“Ameeeeeen”.91 

 

     This picture shows someone who do an obligation as a 

muslim. He is a man. In the picture, a man smile as if he is laughing at 
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something strange happening around him. based on the data exposure, this 

meme is the only one that has like-preffixed sarcasm. Because, it can be 

seen when the events under the meme indicated a sarcastic, in which the 

word “aameenn” should not be uttered according to the time of the imam 

would finish reading Fatiha. 

 

d. Illocutionary Sarcasm 

 

1) Have you ever realized that women’s “I’ll be ready in 5 minutes” 

and man’s “I’ll be home in 5 minutes” are exactly the same.92 

 

This meme illustrates a woman that doing make up so long. 

On the other hand, there is a man who is waiting for long time. He think 

that his girl is wasting his time. Based on the data exposure, this meme is 

illocutionary sarcasm. Because, the situation of the meme tells that the man 

is not really says “I’ll be home in 5 minutes” it is only make a sarcastic for 

the woman who is wasting his time. 

2) When doctor suggest you to walk on grass daily93 

 

The meme represents a concept of nature in which a pair of 

sandals are covered in green grass. In the meme, there is a sentence that 

shows a doctor suggest to walk on the grass daily. Actually, based on the 

meme, someone should not use sandals with the concept of grass. So, this 

meme is illocutionary sarcasm. Because, based on the data exposure, the 

situation is not really to show what it does. It is only giving an insinuate.  
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3) When someone starts walking behind you and you start wondering 

if that person is judging everything you do from behind94 

 

This meme tells about a person that walking alone by himself. 

On each trip, he noticed the circumstances around him. Along the way, he 

had always wondered what was going on around him. He felt there was 

something in his manner so that people around him were judging him. 

From the situation, such an allusion occurs when someone criticizes 

another people with his body language which giving a negative influence 

on the one who is critized. So, based on the data exposure, this data is 

illocutionary sarcasm. 

4) Prince     : Rapunzel let down your 

       hair. 

            Rapunzel: Gotta marry me first!95 

 

The picture illustrates the conversation between Prince and 

Rapunzel with the concept of Islamic religion shown by a princess 

Rapunzel who is wearing the hijab. In the conversation. A Prince asks 

Rapunzel to “let down your hair”, but Rapunzel reject him and say “gotta 

marry me first!”.  This meme is illocutionary sarcasm. Because, when 

Rapunzel says “Gotta marry me first!”,  She does not really want to say it. 

Rapunzel just want to giving insinuate to the prince  so that he would not 

asks her to let down her hair. 

5) Girl A: They can interview my 

              Parents if they’d like. 

Girl B:  LMFAOOO 
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              STOOPP96 

 

The data tells about a conversation between two muslim girls 

through a via text message, they discuss the habits of  a girl who wants to 

stay at her girlfriend’s house. During the conversation, they were making 

plans on how to get a permit to stay with a friend. Based on the data 

exposure, this meme is illocutionary sarcasm. It can be seen when girl A 

says “They can interview my parents if they’d like”. Actually, she does not 

really ask her to do that. It is proved when her friend responds with a laugh. 

6) Learn to discipline your emotions. Because if you don’t… your 

enemies will use them against you97 

This picture shows how can a man care so much about his 

friend with sincerity. A friend’s sincerity is evident when he can experience 

the difficulty that his friend is experiencing. Based on the data exposure, 

this meme is illocutionary sarcasm. Because, when the his friend is 

scolding the man, he does not really want to do it. but when he said a 

something bad, his friend wants to give the man consciousness so that he 

would not look like a fool.  

7) During Ramadan 

Man  A: Yo, What time is Maghrib? 

Man B: it’s at 7:15 pm and 53 seconds98 

 

In the picture, there are two men doing conversation about a 

maghrib prayer. The men talk a similar topic about mahrib prayer at two 
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different times. The first situation, before  ramadhan and the second 

situation at during ramadhan. In the situation, Man A asks to his friend 

about the time of maghrib prayer. Actually, he does not really to ask it. he 

only wants to giving a sarcastic to his friend. So, based on the data 

exposure, this meme is illocutionary sarcasm. 

8) When a brother comes to the sisters side of the mosque 

Woman: r u lost (picture)99 

 

The picture tells about a women’s feel when she looks a 

strangeness of man who entering the woman’s areas in the mosque. the two 

women feels that what a man do inappropriate. Because when someone’s 

inside a mosque, they have to be able differentiate their own area according 

to their gender. Then, one of the woman says “r u lost?”. From the 

situation, the data is illocutionary sarcasm. Because, the woman does not 

really want to ask like what she asked. But, she only wants to giving 

insinuating to the man who entering the wrong areas in the mosque.  

9) Man     : I just go 2 tickets 

Woman: Cool! You could go twice?100 

 

The picture illustrates there are two people that having a 

conversation. They are a man and a woman. The man wants to take the 

woman to go to the movie, as if he has feeling for her. But, a woman does 

not want to go there. Then, a woman says “Cool! You could go twice?. 

From the data, it can be said illocutionary sarcasm. Because, when a 
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woman says” Cool! You could go twice?,  it proves that she just want to 

giving insinuating for her friend. so that from the insinuation, her friend 

will realize that a woman refuse him.  

10) Man 1 : I’m going to jump! 

Man 2 : Do a flip!101 

 

In this picture, it shows that something bad is happening to the 

man. So, it seems there are a lot of people there. This picture tells of a man 

1 who wants to take his life. He wants to jump off  from a tall building.. 

then, his friend says “do a flip!”. Based on the friend’s statement, this 

meme is illocutionary sarcasm. Because, the friend actually does not really 

wants to says like what he said. But, he wants giving insinuating for his 

friend who wants to jump off. 

3. The character educational values used on sarcasm memes at facebook 

account 

According to the research obtained, a researcher has found 13 kinds of 

character educational values used on sarcasm meme at facebook account. They 

are religious (8), honest (2), tolerance (3), discipline (3), hard work (2), reward 

achievement (1), friendly/communicative (5), peace loving (1), environmental 

care (1), social care (2), responsibility (3), independent (1), and curiousity (3). 

The following are the results of data discoveries that have character educational 

values: 

a. Religious 
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1) When the imam is still reciting the Fatiha and  

someone says “Ameeeeeen”.102 

 

 

       This picture shows someone who do an obligation as a muslim. He 

is a man. In the picture, a man smile as if he is laughing at something 

strange happening around him. Because he assumes that “ameeeen” should 

be answered when the Imam would finish reading Fatiha to the end of the 

verse. So, this picture has religious value because in the furrows already 

presented that these picture is talking about how a person has an attitude 

that always follows the rules and away from what is forbidden by their 

religion. 

2)                    If Disney princesses were muslim 

    Prince    : Rapunzel let down your 

                            hair. 

    Rapunzel: Gotta marry me first!”103 

 

 

The picture illustrates the conversation between Prince and 

Rapunzel with the concept of Islamic religion shown by a princess 

Rapunzel who is wearing the hijab. In the conversation. A Prince asks 

Rapunzel to “let down your hair”, but Rapunzel reject him and say “gotta 

marry me first!”. It means that a man should not see a woman unless they 

are married. Thus, it is considered a violation of the religious rules. Based 
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on the statement above, the meme has a religious value. Because within 

that data exposure, it connect between what is permitted and prohibited by 

religious rules. 

3)      Just muslim girl things  

   Girl A: Sis, are your parents going 

                 To let you sleep at my place 

   Girl B: IDK. I have to beg 

   Girl A: they can interview my 

              Parents if they’d like. 

   Girl B: LMFAOOO 

    STOOPP104 

The data tells about a conversation between two muslim girls 

through a via text message, they discuss the habits of  a girl who wants to 

stay at her girlfriend’s house. During the conversation, they were making 

plans on how to get a permit to stay with a friend. So, this meme  also has 

religious value. Because, these two muslim girls still know the limits of the 

rule of religion. 

4) When mum asks me who I’m going to   “dinner” 

with 

                     Mommy: who is with u 

                                                Omar : Allah swt and his angels 

                                     Mommy: …105 

This picture shows that a mother is texting her son by via text 

message. In the message, a mother only wants to ask her son a question. 

The educational value of this meme is religious. Because in the 
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conversation between mother and her son express a religious aspect 

characterized by a man named Omar trust that he would always be guarded 

by his Creator and also Angels.  

5)         Before Ramadan 

                                                 Man  A: Yo, what time is Maghrib? 

                                                 Man B: How am I suppose to know that? 

           During Ramadan 

                                                 Man  A: Yo, What time is Maghrib? 

         Man B: it’s at 7:15 pm and 53 seconds106 

In the picture, there are two men doing conversation about a 

maghrib prayer. The men talk a similar topic about mahrib prayer at two 

different times. The first situation, before  ramadhan and the second 

situation at during ramadhan. By the definition of religious value, this 

meme is also on of character educational values that discusses the existence 

of religious in it. Because, the exposure of the situation in that data still 

suggests that it relates with the concept of the rules needed. 

6)    Boy: I Love you 

Girl: Talk to my Dad 

Boy: I Love you (talk to Dad’s girl)107 

 

This picture shows the love life of a muslim. It can be seen when 

two girls wear a hijab and a boy who wants to express his feeling to one of 

the girls. But, the concept exposure on this data explains that the girl ask 

the boy to say her father how his feel. So, in the data includes religious 
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values. Because the values on this picture define the limits of the rule of 

religion 

7) When a brother comes to the sisters side of the 

mosque. 

          Woman: r u lost (picture)”108 

 

The picture tells about a women’s feel when she looks a strangeness 

of man who entering the woman’s areas in the mosque. the two women 

feels that what a man do inappropriate. Because when someone’s inside a 

mosque, they have to be able differentiate their own area according to their 

gender. It is also one of the rules of the religion. Based on the data above, 

this meme has religious value. 

 

8) When he kinda hot, but you remember 

jahannam is hotter 

Man     : I just go 2 tickets 

Woman: cool! You could go twice109 

 

           The picture illustrates there are two people that having a 

conversation. They are a man and a woman. The man wants to take the 

woman to go to the movie, as if he has feeling for her. But, a woman does 
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not want to go there. Because a woman feels that what her male friend ask 

for is wrong in the religious point of view. 

Based on the data, the meme has religious value. Because in the 

exposure of the situation in the picture shows the existence of the religious 

rules that a person should have faith in. So, it connects to the definition of 

religious value which says that a person must know the limits that his 

religion allows and forbid. 

b. Honest  

1) You don’t always have to apologize for 

everything, you’re good 

Me: (picture).110 

 

 

 

This meme shows the character “Spongebob” bringing fast food. In 

the picture, he seems to be doing something wrong he feel. Actually, he 

never do anything wrong for the people around him. But, this character has 

a good heart. So, he always does what is done is an obligation to act 

accordingly. So, this data has a honest value because that is what the 

character did to the meme. He does things as he is in good action.  

2)           Boy: I Love you 

       Girl: Talk to my Dad 

                                                  Boy: I Love you (talk to Dad’s girl) 
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The picture is similar with data (6) in religious. This data is one of 

data that has honest value because the situation happened illustrates an 

attitude that avoids bad in speech, feelings, and actions to always say 

correctly and try to be trusted. It shows when a boy says what his feeling to 

the girls’s father. He tries to be honest to say correctly about his feeling to 

the muslim girl. Based on the definition above, the data can be said as 

honest value because the boy’s behavior is one that defined it. 

c. Tolerance  

1) Sometimes you have to keep your good news to 

yourself. Every body is not genuinely happy for 

you111 
 

 

This picture shows someone being asked to be silent. This meme 

has tolerance value in providing an explanation in it. this shows an image 

that gives a sign fo “be silent”. The sign is intended so that one does not 

have to make statement about oneself to others. Because this is to avoid 

bad things later.  

Based on the data, the meme has tolerance value. Because in the 

exposure of the situation in the picture shows the existence of the tolerance 

value. It proves when someone always happy in respecting differences. So, 
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there is no dispute because of the differences itself. So, it connects with the 

definition that has been explained. 

 

2)          situation 1: Introverts 

     situation 2: Maybe I’ll tell a joke 

     situation 3: nobody laughs 

     situation 4: NEVER AGAIN112 

 

This picture tells about someone who has an introvert personality. It 

is marked by a soft pink that has a box. In the first situation, this meme 

illustrates that an introvert only leave with her box. Then, she is out of its 

zone. The pink starts to do something that never done before, but she 

failed. Finally, she back to the her box again because she felt that there is 

no respect from other people around her.  

 Based on the data that has been explained above, This meme 

implied the value of tolerance that people should have in their life. Because 

appreciating a difference is appositive when people understand their 

position as a social being. 

3) When Santa slide down your chimney but 

You’re muslim. 

You picked the wrong house fool!113 
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In this picture, it shows two men who have different religion. It 

proved by one of the men who wear a red and white costume in Christmas 

celebrations for Christian, while the other man is a Muslim. But, in the 

picture, a Muslim holding a cane, he seems surprised by the arrival of a 

stranger dressed in a typical Christian costume. This is proven when a 

Muslim tells a Christian that he has entered the wrong house. From this, the 

value that can be drawn from illustration to image is the form of tolerance 

value which must be had.  

Based on the definition of tolerance value, the meme gives an 

implied meaning to make someone knows how beautiful it is to be a 

difference between religions when the differences are not supposed to 

demean each other. 

d. Discipline  

1) Knowing you have the next day off is more 

relieving than the actual day off.114 

 

 

There are two cartoon characters “Tom and Jerry” that enjoying a 

holiday. In the picture, Tom and Jerry are enjoying their day off on the 

beach, a testimony to the presence of those who slept on white sand. 

However, they feel insecure when they realize that their holiday had passed 

that day. Of course, it would make them sad when they realized that their 
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day of rest is coming to a close. In that data release, the value shown by the 

data above is connected with discipline. Because the actions that have been 

obtained within that meme relate to the definition of the value of discipline, 

one must continue an action consistently with what one is doing. 

2) Have you ever realized that women’s “I’ll be 

ready in 5 minutes” and man’s “I’ll be home in 

5 minutes” are exactly the same.115 

 

There are two sides of the picture between women and man that 

tells about “how precious is time.” This meme illustrates a woman that 

doing make up so long. On the other hand, there is a man who is waiting 

for long time. He think that his girl is wasting his time. Based on the data 

exposure, this meme is discipline value. Because, in the exposure of the 

situation in the meme gives an understanding of the value of the discipline 

in it, where someone has to be consistent with something. Whether it is 

discipline of time or anything else.  

3) When you and your friend agree to wake up 

at 5:00 am to go to jogging but at 5:00 am 

you’re both like.116 

 

 

There are two cartoon characters that shown by this picture. They 

are a friendship. They want to make a plan to go to jogging at morning. 
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Besides, they do not use their time well. In fact, they just made a plan 

without making it happen. At least, when they have a plan in mind, they 

should do it on time. In order for it to be fully realized an not be a waste of 

time.  

From the data above, it can be seen that the events in the picture 

provides a detailed discipline in daily life. Of course, discipline also is the 

most important factor in shaping a person’s character so that he can 

consistently organize things. 

e. Hard Work 

1)          situation 1: Introverts 

     situation 2: Maybe I’ll tell a joke 

     situation 3: nobody laughs 

     situation 4: NEVER AGAIN117 
 

  The picture is similar with data (2) in tolerance. This data is one of 

data that shows a hard work because the situation happened illustrates an 

action in considering all the abilities and willingness to complete a job 

based on the result that must be done in appropriate time. It shows when 

the pink always trying to change her character from an introvert to an 

ekstrovert. One effort shown by the pink is when she tries to get out of her 

zone and makes some jokes to comfort other people around  her though her 

efforts are never appreciated by those people. Based on the definition 
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above, the data has hard work value because the pink’s behavior is one that 

defined it. 

 

 

2) Me as a kid waiting for Allah to give me a  

million dollars after I made dua for it118 

 

 

This picture shows a man who waiting for something in the field 

during the day. This man is not leaving this place until he gets what he 

wants. He think that when someone is always waiting for the result of an 

effort, then he will do whatever it takes to make it happen. Based on the 

data, it correlates with the definition of character educational value that 

explains about the meaning of hard work. The definition explains that hard 

work is an action in considering all the abilities and willingness to 

complete a job based on the result that must be done in appropriate time. 

So, based on the definition itself, this meme has a hard work of value.  

f. Reward Achievement 

1)      Girl  : Mom, I got A+ Chemistry 

Mom: WTF!! Well Done 

Girl  : Mom, what do you think WTF 

                      Means? 

Mom: Well That’s fantastic119 
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There is conversation between girl and her mom by via text 

messages that dicusses about an achievement obtained from the girl. At the 

beginning of the conversation, the girl clearly tell her mom of an 

achievement in one of the lessons she has received. Upon receiving the 

news, the girl’s mother is directly feels happy an give her an appreciate of a 

word that has special meaning for the girl herself.  

Based on the data exposure that has been explained, it realtes with 

the definition of the reward achievement which says that An assessment 

that shows a sense of pride in the strengths and advantages possessed both 

as an individual and a member of the community. From the definition, it is 

evident that the positive response a mother receives to her girl for the 

achievement itself.  

g. Friendly/ communicative  

1)      Blue bird   : Bro, close your eyes 

Green bird : Okay bro  

Blue bird   : What do you see? 

Green bird : Nohing bro 

Blue bird   : that’s my life without  

                      you.” 

Green bird : Bro (angry)120 

 

 

the situation that appear in the meme is when a blue bird asks a 

green bird to clos his eyes. Then, the word that shows how close they are as 

friend is when blue bird start to telling green bird that he can not live 
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without green bird. It is the same as the function of a human being who 

says that a social people can not live on their own without any help from 

others. Besides, it relates with the definition of character educational values 

that has friendly character. This value shows a behavior that always 

maintains good relations in positive interactions between individuals in a 

group of social life. So, based on the data exposure, this meme has 

friendly/communicative value that explains in an implicit meaning. 

2) When you are singing a song suddenly your 

idiot friends starts singing it too121 

 

 

The picture shows that there is a cartoon character “Tom” 

expressing what he is experiencing. In the meme, Tom shows his 

expression when he see his bestfriend following him singing along. He 

feels very angry, but he still appreciated his friend. it is evident when he 

still referred him as a friend.  

So, the action done by Tom. The action is one of the actions that 

related with the definition of character education in friendly/ 

communicative which says that a behavior that always maintains good 

relations in positive interactions between individuals in a group of social 

life.  
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3) When your best friend makes a very stupid 

decision but you still support them because 

you’re besties.122 

 

The concept of this picture is about the closeness of two friends in a 

situation. This picture shows two friendly gentlemen. They had already 

formed those friendship for so long that they know each other. Even if one 

of them do something wrong, the other friend provides a solustion and help 

them. Of course, according to the foregoing data, it relates to a character 

educational value that is more of a friendly nature. This value says that a 

behavior that always maintains good relations in positive interactions 

between individuals in a group of social life. The positive relationship in 

the above picture is when the men accept each other the weaknesses and 

advantages of their friendship. 

4)           Learn to discipline your emotions 

Because if you don’t… your enemies will use 

them against you.123 

 

 

 

 

This picture shows how can a man care so much about his friend 

with sincerity. A friend’s sincerity is evident when he can experience the 

difficulty that his friend is experiencing. In the meme, a man has proved his 

loyal, and he gets angry when his friend is threatened by others. So, he 

would protect his best friend in any way. This meme is one of character 
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educational values that has has friendly character based on the exposure 

data that has been explained.  

5)      Man 1 : I’m going to jump! 

Man 2 : Do a flip!124 

 

 

In this picture, it shows that something bad is happening to the man. 

So, it seems there are a a lot of people there. This picture tells of a man 

who want to take his life. He wants to jump off from a tall building.. From 

this situation, there are many people who see the man, one of whom is a 

friend of the man. Based on the data exposure, this data has character 

educational value that tells about how to make something of positive value 

in environment. It relates with the definition of character educational in 

friendly/communicative value. 

h. Peace loving  

1) You don’t always have to apologize for 

everything, you’re good” 

 Me: (picture)125 

 

 

This data is the only data that has character educational value in peace 

loving character. Because in the exposure of the events that is on that picture 
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itself. Which in this picture describes an event someone who has a good heart 

to settle things with apologies, even when he does not makes a mistake. So, 

based on the data, it connected with the definition of peace loving which 

explains that someone who has always loved peace has a behavior that always 

prioritizes the unity of taste and the realization of harmony in a pluralistic and 

multicultural environment.  

i. Environmental Care 

1) When doctor suggest you to walk on grass  

daily.126 

 

 

 

 

 

This data is the only data that has character educational value in 

environmental care character. The picture represents a concept of nature in 

which a pair of sandals are covered in green grass. The gift of nature in 

these image offers an interpretation that when someone wants to live in a 

cool world, he must always makes nature useful. At least, he should be 

close to the nature and still make it being safer.  

From the data above, it can be seen that the events in the picture 

provides a detailed environmental care character in daily life. Of course, 

this character also is the most important factor in shaping a person’s 

character so that he always safe the nature around him. 
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j. Social Care 

1) When your best friend’s parents say “you’re  

not a guest anymore, you’re family.127 

 

 

This data is the only data that has character educational value in 

social care character. Social care is one of kinds of character educational 

values that tells about an attitude that always wants to help other people 

and communities in some situation that needed. Based on the definition, it 

relates with the meme. The meme shows a man who is crying over 

something. Besides, some of his friend’s parent consider him to be part of 

the family. It means that he does not have to feel sad when he s having a 

though time. Because his best friend’s parent will help him whenever he 

need them.  

 

k. Responsibility  

1)    90’s : don’t sit too close to the tv 

      2019 : (picture)128 
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The data tells about the differences of the way using an electronics 

in two times, they are 90’s and 2019.  At the 90’s, people always force too 

close to watch the tv for their eyes. while at 2019, people actually uses an 

electronics that is very close to their senses. The data has responsibility 

character. Because, it gives a good interpretation of the picture that people 

have to safe their healthy by themselves. So, they would have 

responsibility of their healthy.  

2) Locks the house door and check 3 times if  it’s 

locked. 

My brain 5 minutes later: Did I lock the   

door? 

             Me: (picture)129 

 

The data tells about a woman who is wearing a veil. Actually, she 

wants to go out. But, she always thinking about something that would 

happen at home. This woman worries when she leave her home. Because, 

she feels something bad had happened at home, as if he had forgotten to 

lock the door. So, she has to go back to that house. The data has 

responsibility character. From the data exposure,  a woman has an attitude 

of responsibility for something that has been done. 

3)    * During Shopping* 

         “Ma Sha Allah” 

* Checks Price Tag* 

         “Astaghfirullah”130 
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This picture shows a woman who is about a shopping situation. In 

the exposure, the woman looks exhausted as she has seen the reality of the 

price tag. Of course, it relates to an attitude of responsibility that a person 

must have. Because, she has to be responsible to sort out the circumstances. 

At least, it must be considered with a responsibility to be able to purchase 

which item is more important or not. 

l. Independent 

1) Me as a kid waiting for Allah to give me a  

million dollars after I made dua for it131   

 

 

            The picture is similar with data (2) in hard work. This data is one of 

data that shows an independent character. Because the situation happened 

illustrates an attitude that believing in one’s potential and carrying out 

one’s responsibilities with confidence and commitment. Based on the 

definition, this data has independent character. It can be seen when the man 

waiting for something in the field during the day. the man waits to see what 

he wants by himself without any help.  

 

m.  Curiousity  
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1) When someone starts walking behind you  

and you start wondering if that person is 

judging everything you do from behind.132 

 

 

There is a person that walking alone by himself. On each trip, he 

noticed the circumstances around him. Along the way, he had always 

wondered what was going on around him. He felt there was something in 

his manner so that people around him were judging him. This data has 

curiousity character because the person of the meme shows an attitude and 

actions that always seeks to know what it is learned in more depth related 

with the various aspect 

2) When someone asks me if I’m ok during   an 

anxiety attack 

  Me: IM FINE WHY YOU ASK133 

 

This meme illustrates an owl. It seems shocked. Because there is 

something weird go on with it. this situation happens when someone asks a 

question and worries about the owl., while it realize that all are well. And 

so, in the question, it will arouse a curiousity in us to find out what had 

happened. Based on the data, this curiousity that reflects one of the 
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character educational values that explains about a person’s attitude to 

always find out something that always disturb his thinking.  

3)              I can understand urdu, but I can’t 

               Speak it. 

I can bangla, but I can’t read or  

Write in it, 

I can read Arabic but can’t understand  it.134 

 

In this picture shows a statement sent by someone who use a social 

media. Someone explains about how widely he knows several languages. 

In fact, in his social media posts, he also explains how capable it is to 

measure his abilities in some of the languages. And so, in the process he 

continued to find out where he was capable mastering some language 

material itself.  

Based on the data exposure, the data is one of character educational 

values that has curiousity character. Because, the situation of the data 

relates with the definition which says that curiousity is an attitude and 

actions that always seeks to know what it is learned in more depth related 

with the various aspect. 
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